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Be Encouraged –
You’ve got the toughest job in America!

• Peter Druckers - “Toughest Three”

• #3 – Hospital Administrator

• #2 – Educational Administrator – Superintendents, Presidents, etc.

• #1- Church pastor 



• All of the top three in Drucker’s ranking share this characteristic in 
common: 

multiple constituencies 

• with differing (often conflicting, often conflicted) agendas

• looking to one leader to accomplish their objectives!



Identity/Task Metaphors

• Shepherd – Lead, Feed, Guard/Tend (Ezek. 34)

• “ ‘For this is what the Sovereign Lord says: I myself will search for my sheep 
and look after them. ... I will rescue them ... I will bring them into their own 
land. ... I will tend them in a good pasture ... there they will feed in a rich 
pasture on the mountains of Israel. ... I will search for the lost and bring back 
the strays. I will bind up the injured and strengthen the weak ... ’ ”(Ezek. 34:10-
16)



• Soldier – Obey, Overcome, Occupy

• Endure hardship with us like a good soldier of Christ Jesus. No one serving as a soldier gets 
involved in civilian affairs—he wants to please his commanding officer. (II Tim. 2:3-4)

• And I tell you that you are Peter, and on this rock I will build my church, and the gates of Hades 
will not overcome it. (Mt. 16:18)

• (The church is an army on the march, assaulting the gates of hell, breaking them down, and taking prisoners for the 
Kingdom of Christ!)

• Only hold on to what you have until I come. To him who overcomes and does my will to the end, 
I will give authority over the nations— (Rev. 2:25-26)



• Athlete – Commit, Compete, Complete (endure to the end)

• Commit to the discipline.

• Compete to win - according to the rules.

• Complete the race – endure to the end.

• If anyone competes as an athlete, he does not receive the victor’s crown unless he competes 
according to the rules. (II Tim. 2:5)

• Therefore, since we are surrounded by such a great cloud of witnesses, let us throw off 
everything that hinders and the sin that so easily entangles, and let us run with 
perseverance the race marked out for us. 2 Let us fix our eyes on Jesus, the author and 
perfecter of our faith, who for the joy set before him endured the cross, scorning its shame, 
and sat down at the right hand of the throne of God. 3 Consider him who endured such 
opposition from sinful men, so that you will not grow weary and lose heart. (Heb. 12:1-3)



Toughest of the Toughest ... Solo Pastor

• A Basque Shepherd

• BAKERSFIELD — For more than 100 years they have been coming to 
California and herding sheep, working interminable hours, rarely taking 
days off, enduring months of isolation in tents or primitive trailers. It was a 
job few Americans wanted... The Basques quickly developed an enduring 
reputation as the finest sheepmen in the American West. Basque shepherds had 
an uncanny ability to find the richest pastures, ...  rarely lost lambs to 
predators, and their ewes routinely had the most offspring. A Basque Shepherd - End 

of a Tradition : Young Basque Shepherds No Longer Flock to Calif. April 16, 1989|MILES CORWIN | Times 
Staff Writer

http://articles.latimes.com/1989/apr/16


• A Special Forces Operative

• Ranking officer, multiple specialties, able to survive for extended periods 
behind enemy lines with little outside support, and do strategic damage to the 
enemy’s cause.



• An Endurance Athlete

• Ex. An Ironman Triathlon is one of a series of long-distance races consisting 
of a 2.4-mile swim, a 112-mile bicycle ride, and a marathon 26.22-mile run, 
raced in that order and without a break. It is widely considered one of the most 
difficult one-day sporting events in the world. (wikopedia)



• Understand your identity. 

• Understand the difficulty of your calling. 

• Understand your Rurban (rural/urban) Context!



Managing the Rurban Collision

Understanding and Managing the Collision of Rural and Urban 
Cultures in the Rural Church

Part One: Understanding the Cultural Differences



The Current Situation:

At the beginning of the 21rst century many North 

American churches have become the scene of a 

"collision" of rural and urban cultures.  

Rurban church leaders must become cultural 

interpreters knowledgeable in three “languages”: the 

Bible, rural, and urban.



I. Definitions:  

What makes a rural church rural, and an urban church 

urban?

Rural and urban are not primarily a matters of 

geographical situation, or demographics (numbers).

Rural and urban are mindsets, a set of socio-

cultural values rooted in, and arising from either an agrarian 

or urban lifestyle.



- A rural church is a church influenced from within by a dominant agrarian 
mindset.

- An urban church is a church influenced from within by a dominant urban 
mindset. 

- A "Rurban" church is a church in which both mindsets exist in sufficient strength 
to cause socio-cultural tension. 



What is the Agrarian mindset?

-"Agrarian" (Webster)  "of or relating to fields or lands or 

their tenure,  or characteristic of the farmer or his way of life" 

Agrarian Mindset - A way of perceiving (thinking, 

relating, and making decisions that arises from a lifestyle and 

livelihood directly dependent upon the land, and/or the 

extraction of Natural (God - created) resources. 



What is the Urban mindset?

- "Urban" (Webster) "of, or relating to, characteristic of... a 

city.  "Urbanism" the characteristic way of life of city dwellers.

Urban Mindset - A way of perceiving (thinking, relating, 

and making decisions) dependent upon a specialized and 

interdependent system of commerce that produces and 

provides goods, services and information. 

Most urban people make their living by adding a specialized 

personal skill to this complex living system.



Rural Urban

few people Many people

Small institutions Large institutions 

of all types of all types

Independence valued Cooperation valued.

General practitioner/Jack Specialist orientation.

of all trades" orientation.

People often work alone. People often work with 

others.



Low verbal communication. High verbal 

communication.

Cooperation for survival Cooperation for 

achievement

Cooperation among equals Multilevel cooperation

(everyone is a CEO)



"Single tier" management Multilevel management

Group decisions by informal Group decisions by 

consensus. formal process

Homogeneity seldom attainable Homogeneity often 

attainable

Small churches (Medium size Large churches 

is "maximum size”) (Medium size is 

"minimum size")



II. Understanding the Existence that shapes the Mindsets

Agrarian people (Farmers, Ranchers, Loggers, Trappers, 

Fishermen, Miners) live in an extremely unpredictable

environment.  

- Their livelihood is constantly subject to factors beyond their 

control.  

- Resources (time, talent, and money) are often limited, and their 

availability uncertain.  

- Living with this unpredictability and uncertainty is a significant 

pressure in the lives of rural people.



• The Protective “Cloak” of Pessimism

• Many agrarian people wrap themselves in a “cloak of pessimism”
which serves as a psychological protection against dashed hopes. 

• “If you expect the worst (and the worst happens) the worst is 
expected and bad doesn’t seem so bad…  But if you expect the best, 
bad is very bad, and the worst may be unbearable.”



Urban life is more directly under the influence of people, 

but also much more complex.  

-Urban dwellers live under the pressure of "psychological 

overload."  

-The problem is not "too little" but "too much:" too much noise, a 

"constant bombardment of sales messages, and thousands of casual 

daily relationships.”

-“People survive in the city by wearing mental blinkers: by 

filtering what they accept, and by opting out of relationships and 

situations..." to prevent psychological burnout.”

(Ray Bakke, The Urban Christian)



• The protective “Cloak of Detachment”

• Not all, but many urban people wrap themselves in a “cloak of 
detachment” which serves as a psychological protection against 
emotional overload.  

• “If I do not notice I won’t have to care. And if I don’t have to 
care, I can cope.  But if I do notice, I am compelled to care and may 
not be able to cope - crushed by the endless responsibilities and 
need.”



• The networks of primary relationships for rural people are biological
and geographic.

• The networks of primary relationships for urban people are vocational
and recreational.



Lifestyle Distinctives arising from context…

Rural

• Aloneness

• Independence

• Defensive Pessimism

Urban

• The press of the Crowd

• Interdependence

• Offensive Optimism



Authority/Management

• Everyone a CE0

• Single Tier Management

• Goal Setting 
Presumptuous

• Fewer CE0’s

• Multi-level management

• Goal Setting Essential



Rural/Urban Work 

• Pride in process

• Task oriented

• Seasonal (not continual)

• measured by effort

Cost effectiveness = 
conservation of money

• Pride in results

• time oriented

• Systematic, continual

• Measured by results

Cost effectiveness = 
conservation of time



Achievement and Survival

Rural:

• Survival is success

• Achievement is 
considered a luxury (an 
unexpected bonus)

Urban:

• Achievement is success

• Survival is considered 
mediocrity and/or failure



View of resources

Rural:

• Resources limited

• Resources unpredictable

• Emphasis is placed upon 
the preservation of 
existing resources.

Urban:

• Resources readily 
available

• Resources predictable

• Emphasis is upon the 
investment of existing 
resources.



Contrasting Mindsets - Thinking

• Intuition

• Provincial

• Experiential/Pragmatic 
(experience and precedent 
count)

• Organization

• Cosmopolitan

• Experimental

(creativity and innovation 
count)



Rurban relating

• Values independence

• Maintains psychological 
distance

• Resists transparency

• Avoids confrontation

• More intentional 

• Psychologically “open”

• Risks transparency

• More willing to confront



Rurban Decision Making

Rural

• By consensus

• cautious

• Motto: “Haste makes 
waste.”

Urban

• By formal process

• assertive

• Motto: “He who 
hesitates is lost.”



Decision Making cont.

Rural

• Survival oriented

• Pragmatic

Urban

• Accomplishment
oriented

• Innovative



Cultural Currency - Time 

Rural Time

• Seasons

• Event/Task

• Time goals optional

Urban Time

• Clock

• Hours/Minutes

• Time goals essential



Concepts of Lateness

Lateness excused Tension Hostility

• North American 5 minutes 15 min. 1/2 hour

• Latin American 1/2 hour 1 hour 2 hours

• Yap (Micronesia) 2 hours 3 hours 4 hours



Concepts of Lateness, cont.

Lateness excused Tension Hostility

• N.A. Rural 10-15 min. 15-30 min. 30-60+ 
min.

• N.A. Urban 0-5 min. 5-10 min. 15min+

• North American -

Your church ? ? ?



Cultural Currency – Talent

Rural Talent

“We do as well as we can 
under the circumstances 
to get everything done 
that needs to be done.”

“If a thing is worth doing (excellent 
or not) it has to be done!”

Urban Talent

“We specialize in what we 
can do very well.”

“There are other specialists to turn to 
in accomplishing what needs to be 
done – with excellence.”



Range and limits of Talent

In every local church, talent is quantified by…

• Numbers of available people

• Degree of specialization 

• Impact of vocational work-load on discretionary time

• Self-perceptions of church people

• Leadership assumptions



Cultural Currency - Money

Rural Money

• “Fixed assets”

• High risk

• High investment

• Cyclic income/non-salary 
existence

• “lump-sum” spending

• “Doing without” acceptable

Urban Money

• Liquid assets

• Lower risk

• Lower investment

• Predictable income/salaried 
existence

• Regular payments

• “Doing without” shameful



• Rural people will carefully guard their cash reserves against the 
unexpected and use them to meet emergencies and/or needs that they 
regard as extremely urgent and important.



In Ministry decision making…

• Rural people normally will sacrifice time in order to save money.  

• Urban people normally will sacrifice money in order to save time. 



Part Two: Ministry Implications
Managing Rurban tensions



• Leading effectively

• Managing the tension 

• Maintaining a biblical balance 

• Responding with wisdom to the cultural collision.



Independence -- Interdependence

• Encourage fellowship without forcing intimacy

• Model gentle transparency

• Leadership strategy: Build Trust

Q. In the year ahead what specific actions will you take to build and deepen trust in your leadership 
team and among your people?



Autonomy -- Submission

A Rurban church is a “family cooperation” (sort of)

• Development of biblical relationships is the primary 
leadership task

• Neglect intimacy and relationships erode. Neglect 
complexity and productivity erodes. Effectiveness 
depends upon both.

• Leadership Strategy: Build and “broker”
relationships



• Q. In the year ahead, what specific steps will you take to cultivate quality 
relationships within your leadership team and church?

• Q. Is your leadership approach to organizational intimacy and complexity 
appropriate for your church?



Leadership – Management
Single tier – Multiple tier

• Leadership Strategy: Envision growth in Advance

• Prepare people in advance for changes brought about by growth

• Practice “next level” thinking

• Don’t force change. (Allow time for the Spirit of God to prepare the hearts of people.)



“Next Level” thinking…

• One useful approach to determining “next level” is to envision a “doubling” of 
your current numerical weekend attendance.

Ex. Ask the question “How would our approach to leadership, management, and 
ministry change if we were to grow from 25 to 50, from 50 to 100, from 100 to 
200?” etc.

Visit healthy churches that have gone through that transition. Ask questions, 
observe, and learn.



Goals -- presumptuous or essential?

• set grace based goals

• put a “net” under the “trapeze”

• use trial periods

• employ “opinion polls”

• affirm and reward incremental achievement

• Leadership strategy: Clarify your mission



Practical Suggestion…

Using an assessment instrument like “Natural Church Development” as a template, 
identify one area in need of intentional strengthening in your church and involve 
your people in the development of measurable goals that address that area.



Perceptions of Work

• Leadership strategy: Define the “work of the ministry” for your 
people.

• Work “hard” and “smart” demonstrating good stewardship of energy, 
giftedness, money, and time.



Process – as leaders…

• Identify what you currently do.  
• A three month time log is useful here.

• Identify what your “written” job description (if you have one) says you’re 
supposed to be doing.

• Identify your “unwritten” job description (the operative expectations of your 
current constituency)

• Identify your “ideal” job description (What you feel you are best equipped to do in 
the light of your gifts, abilities, resources, etc.)



Survival or Accomplishment?

• Leadership strategy: Honor the Heritage, Envision and Embrace 
the Future

• Affirm survival

• Challenge people to strategic ministry

• Stay as long as God allows



• What kinds of ministry has God blessed in the past?

• How has God used your fellowship to further His kingdom?

• What is He doing currently in and through you?



Addendums: Managing Time, Talent, and Money



Managing Time in the Rurban Church

• Balance seasonal scheduling with "clockwork.“

• Don't impose urban schedules on an agrarian church.  

• Don’t impose agrarian schedules on a church that is no longer agrarian.

• Find out from your people the best times to schedule ministries/events on a 
weekly, monthly, and yearly basis.

• Leadership strategy: Respect and value time, but not above people!



Managing Talent in the Rurban Church

• Leadership strategy: Discover, Manage, Motivate!

• Discover the resources God has given you!

• Set biblical performance standards

• Acquaint people with their biblical role God's expectations (Eph. 4).

• Clarify a working definition of excellence…



Excellence in ministry is…

• Subjective

• Measured relationally

• Doing the best we can in our current situation

• Striving for a level of preparation that allows the observer to concentrate on Christ 
(rather than focusing on the performer)

• Matching ministry to needs in our setting



Managing Money in the Rurban Church

• Budgeting

• Don't agonize about the budgeting process!  

• Elevate strategic ministries to the level of the "urgent and important”

• God will supply the money to pursue those ministries



• Money and Ministry

• Spend money wisely -- your pastoral credibility depends upon it

• Spend money first on survival and then on ministry

• Spend money strategically -- make it count

• Avoid debt

• Concentrate on vision/commitment



Warning...

• About Debt…

• Rural people will often disassociate themselves from a church debt that was 
intentionally incurred.

• Intentional debt often brings ministry to a complete standstill! 

• For the duration of the indebtedness "getting out of debt" will be the main 
item of "ministry" agenda! 



Criteria for resourcing ministry…

1. The vision must have a credibility endorsement from respected 
leadership, and/or a consensus of support within the church

• a sense of "group authorship" precedes "group ownership.”

• a sense of "group ownership" precedes funding.



Criteria for resourcing ministry…

2. Both process and result must be visible.

• people will not “own” any “destination” until they have evaluated the 
“proposed route.”

• explanation of the process will need to be detailed, practical, and 
comprehensive. 

• Clear and accurate communication of the process is imperative. 



Criteria for resourcing ministry

3. Wise utilization of non-cash resources is a pre-condition to cash 
commitments.

• Allow your people to strategize about non-cash investments in the vision

• Allow group process to reduce the "cash component" of the vision to its lowest 
realistic level.



Criteria for resourcing ministry 

4. The pace of implementation is "money driven" rather than "time 
driven." 

• Avoid binding time-lines

• Avoid intentional indebtedness as a means of “speeding up” the process.  It 
will likely have the reverse effect.



• Vision Produces Resources, Resources Guide Process 

Leadership strategy: Trust in God, not in money! 

*God will supply the necessary resources in the necessary time to accomplish the 
necessary ministry.

What God sponsors, God can afford.

What God sponsors, we cannot afford to ignore or delay!


